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1. Introduction

The Slavic possessive adjective construction, illustrated in (1), is intriguing in

that it exhibits some properties normally associated with adjectives, and other

properties that are characteristic of nominal possessors.

(1) wu�cerj+ow+i

teacher+PA+MASC.NOM.PL

syn+ojo

sons+MASC.NOM.PL

`the teacher's sons'

(UPPER SORBIAN; Faßke (1981: 381), quoted in Corbett (1987: 301))

Morphologically, possessive adjectives (PAs) behave like adjectives in that they

agree in number, gender, and case with the possessum. However, as we will show,

their syntactic behaviour suggests that they are more possessors than adjectives.

The facts presented here have been noticed before, but they have not been given

an explicit formal syntactic treatment. As we will see, although many Slavic lan-

guages have PAs, a comparison of their structure and behaviour in twoWest Slavic

languages�Upper Sorbian and Czech�strongly suggests that the construction is

not cross-linguistically uniform. There are clear differences, even between closely

related languages. However, as we will attempt to show, the differences between

possessive adjectives in Upper Sorbian and those in Czech can be attributed to

grammatical properties of the functional element heading the construction.

2. Three Upper Sorbian possessive constructions

In Upper Sorbian, possession can be expressed in three ways: by a possessive

adjective, by an adnominal genitive, or by a prepositional phrase. However, as de-

scribed in the following sections, the three alternatives are not fully interchange-

able.

2.1 Possessive adjective (PA)

(2) wu�cerj+ow+a

teacher+PA+F.NOM.SG

dźowk+a

daughter+F.NOM.SG

`the teacher's daughter' (Faßke 1981: 384)

The PA construction can be used only when the possessor is animate, sin-

gular, and de�nite. As Faßke (1996: 66) puts it, possessive adjectives are formed

only from nouns that denote a concrete and speci�c individual.1 The nominal in

1 The original German version states that �sie nur von Substantiven gebildet werden, wenn

diese ein konkretes und bestimmtes Individuum bezeichnen [. . . ].�
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(2) therefore cannot be interpreted as `a teacher's daughter.' The restriction is also

evident in (3a), where the possessor is plural, and (3b), where the possessor is in-

de�nite. Both of these examples are ungrammatical; the adnominal genitive must

be used instead.

(3) a. * na�s+ich

our+M.GEN.PL

mu�z+ow+e

husband+PA+NT.NOM.SG

praw+o

right+NT.NOM.SG

Intended: `our husbands' right' (Corbett 1987: 302)

b. * n�ekajk+eho

some+M.GEN.SG

mu�z+ow+e

husband+PA+NT.NOM.SG

praw+o

right+NT.NOM.SG

Intended: `some husband's right' (Corbett 1987: 302)

2.2 Adnominal genitive

The adnominal genitive construction is not restricted as the PA is. It can be used

when the possessor is inde�nite, or inanimate, or plural, as shown in (4).

(4) a. praw+o

right+NT.NOM.SG

n�ekajk+eho

some+M.GEN.SG

mu�z+a

husband+M.GEN.SG

`some husband's right (right of some husband)' (Corbett 1987: 302)

b. twarc

builder.M.NOM.SG

to+ho+le

this+M.GEN.SG+PROX.

hrod+u

castle+M.GEN.SG

`the builder of this castle' (Faßke 1981: 454)

c. praw+o

right+NT.NOM.SG

na�s+ich

our+M.GEN.PL

mu�z+ow

husband+M.GEN.PL

`our husbands' right (right of our husbands)' (Corbett 1987: 302)

However, an animate singular possessor is normally interpreted as inde�-

nite, as shown in (5). If the possessor were de�nite, a PA would be used instead

in ordinary speech, as in (2) above.

(5) dźowk+a

daughter+F.NOM.SG

wu�cerj+a

teacher+M.GEN.SG

`daughter of a teacher' (Faßke 1981: 384)

Corbett (1987: 302) notes that, when the possessor nominal is a proper

name, as in (6), the PA (6a) is preferred to the adnominal genitive (6b), which is

judged as markedly literary:

(6) a. Jan+ow+a

Jan+PA+FEM.NOM.SG

knih+a

book+FEM.NOM.SG

`Jan's book'

b. ? knih+a

book+FEM.NOM.SG

Jan+a

Jan+MASC.GEN.SG

`Jan's book'
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2.3 Prepositional phrase

Possessors in Upper Sorbian can also appear inside a prepositional phrase, as in

(7); Corbett (1987: 302) describes this construction as �a Germanism.�

(7) knih+a

book+FEM.NOM.SG

wot

of

Jan+a

Jan+MASC.GEN.SG

`Jan's book' (Corbett 1987: 302)

Apart from the presence of the preposition wot, the PP construction is very

similar to the adnominal genitive, differing from it primarily in register. The

prepositional construction is colloquial, while the adnominal genitive is more lit-

erary, especially in contexts where the PA is possible.

3. The syntactic category of possessive adjectives

3.1 Adjective-like properties

PAs are similar in several respects to adjectives. First, they agree in gender, num-

ber, and case with the possessum, as shown in (8).

(8) a. wu�cerj+ow+e

teacher+PA+NEUT.NOM.SG

blid+o

table+NEUT.NOM.SG

`the teacher's table' (Faßke 1981: 381)

b. wu�cerj+ow+i

teacher+PA+MASC.NOM.PL

syn+ojo

son+MASC.NOM.PL

`the teacher's sons' (Faßke 1981: 381)

c. wu�cerj+ow+eje

teacher+PA+FEM.GEN.SG

dźowk+i

daughter+FEM.GEN.SG

`of the teacher's daughter' (Faßke 1981: 381)

Second, the forms of the suf�xes that mark these features on PAs in Upper

Sorbian are the same as those used on ordinary adjectives.

Finally, PAs can be formed even from `indeclinable' nouns. These nouns

are usually borrowings, such as abbé `priest.' When they appear as nouns, they

are not in�ected with the ordinary nominal af�xes for number and case. Corbett

(1987: 305), citing Richter (1980), points out that the fact that such nouns can

appear as PAs makes the PA suf�x -ow look like a very productive derivational

af�x deriving adjectives from (unin�ected) nouns, rather than like an in�ectional

possessive marker.

3.2 Non�adjective-like properties

There are, however, several ways in which PAs in Upper Sorbian differ from or-

dinary adjectives, and seem to resemble nominals. They can themselves be modi-

�ed, as shown in (9), and they can be (recursively) possessed, as in (10).
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(9) star+eho

old+MASC.GEN.SG

wu�cerj+ow+a

teacher+PA+FEM.NOM.SG

�zona

wife+FEM.NOM.SG

`the old teacher's wife' ( �Sewc-Schuster 1976: 24)

(10) na�s+eho

our+M.G.SG

nan+ow+eho

father+PA+M.G.SG

bratr+ow+e

brother+PA+N.NM.PL

dź�eć+i

child+N.NM.PL

`our father's brother's children' (Faßke 1996: 68)

The morphology of the modi�er in (9), and of the further possessors in (10),

clearly shows agreement with the modi�ed or possessed possessor, not with the

possessum. The adjective in (9) is masculine and genitive, agreeing with `teacher,'

rather than feminine and nominative, to agree with `wife.' In (11) below, `my'

shows masculine genitive singular marking, agreeing with `husband's,' and not

feminine or dual or nominative, as would be required if it were to agree with

`sisters.'

(11) moj+eho

my+MASC.GEN.SG

mu�z+ow+ej

man+PA+FEM.NOM.DU

sot�r+e

sister+FEM.NOM.DU

`my husband's [two] sisters' (Faßke 1981: 383)

A second nominal property of PAs in Upper Sorbian is that they can serve

as the antecedent of a pronoun, as in (12).

(12) To

that

je

is

[na�s+eho

our+M.GEN.SG

wu�cerj]i+ow+a

teacher+PA+F.NOM.SG

zahrodk+a.

garden+F.NOM.SG

`That is [our teacher]i's garden.'

Wóni

he

wjele

a.lot

w

in

njej

it

dź�e�a.

works

`Hei works in it a lot.' (Faßke 1981: 385)

Nouns inside regular denominal adjectives are not referential in this way,

as illustrated in (13). Here, the pronoun is unambiguously marked to agree with

the feminine noun `leather,' and thus cannot be construed as coreferential with the

masculine `coat.' The sentence is infelicitous because `leather' is inside a derived

adjective and thus inaccessible for coreference.

(13) To

that

je

is

ko�z+an+y

leather+ADJ+M.SG

p�a�sć.

coat.M.SG

#Won+a

it+F.SG

je

is

droh+a.

expensive+F.SG

Intended: `That is a leatheri coat. Iti is expensive.' (Faßke 1981: 385)

Also unlike derived adjectives such as ko�zany, PAs have the full range of

interpretations available to genitives. They need not be possessors, and indeed

they can bear other thematic roles assigned by an argument-taking head noun.

Thus, the PA in (14) is interpreted as the external argument of `visit,' while the

one in (15) is interpreted as the internal argument of `burial.'
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(14) Hil�z+in+y

Hil�za+PA+MASC.NOM.SG

wopyt

visit.MASC.NOM.SG

`Hil�za's visit' (Faßke 1981: 386, quoted in Corbett 1987: 329)

(15) Jur+ow+y

Juro+PA+MASC.NOM.SG

pohrjeb

burial.MASC.NOM.SG

`Juro's burial' (Faßke 1981: 386, quoted in Corbett 1987: 329)

4. Syntactic structure

4.1 Previous treatments

Sadock (1985, 1991) discusses Upper Sorbian PAs as an example of the kind of

mismatch between morphology and syntax that his theory of Autolexical Syntax

is well-equipped to handle. He gives the double tree in (17), which captures the

intuition that in (16), `old woman' is a syntactic/semantic unit, but �zonina is a

morphological unit.

(16) star+eje

old+FEM.GEN.SG

�zon+in+a

woman+PA+FEM.NOM.SG

drast+a

dress.FEM.NOM.SG

`the old woman's dress' (Sadock 1991: 160)

(17) Sadock (1991: 160):

SYNTAX: NP[Nom]

eeeeeee
eeee

,,
,,
,,
,,
,,
,,
,,

AP

eeeeeee
eeee SSSS

SS

NP[GEN]

eeeeeee
eeee SSSS

SS
A

A N[FEM,SG] N[FEM,SG]

star �zon in drast

MORPHOLOGY: star eje �zon in a drast a

A

SSSS
SS

Inf

kkkk
kk

N

SSSS
SS

A

kkkk
kk

Inf

uu
uu
uu
uu
uu
uu
u

N

SSSS
SS

Inf

kkkk
kk

A[-1] A N[-1]

A[-1]

Both �Sewc-Schuster (1976) and Faßke (1981) suggest that the PA construc-

tion is derived from an underlying adnominal genitive, but they are not explicit

about the structures and processes involved. �Sewc-Schuster's (1976) derivation is

given in (18).
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(18) �Sewc-Schuster (1976: 24):

�zona stareho wu�cerja adnominal genitive (`the wife of the old teacher')

� stareho wu�cerja �zona prenominal genitive

� stareho wu�cerjowa �zona possessive adjective (`the old teacher's wife')

Schaarschmidt (2003: 135) has the following to say about �Sewc-Schuster's anal-

ysis:

Schuster- �Sewc's [sic] intermediate structure stareho wu�cerja �zona

`the old teacher's wife' [. . . ] seems to be intuitively correct, espe-

cially since such structures also occur overtly instead of a possessive

adjective construction (Faßke 1996: 67). One must wonder, however,

why this structure could not be viewed as the underlying structure,

perhaps as a feature complex on a head noun, rather than the result

of a linearly conditioned transformational rule. A formal syntactic

analysis will aid in solving this question. [Emphasis added.]

Faßke (1981) also alludes to a transformational relation between the ad-

nominal genitive and the PA, as shown in (19).

(19) Faßke (1981: 384):

The possessive [adjective] corresponds at Deep Structure to a

noun in the adnominal genitive:

dźowka wu�cerja� wu�cerjowa dźowka

dźowka na�seho wu�cerja� na�seho wu�cerjowa dźowka

Rappaport (1998, 2000) takes a morphological approach. He proposes that

PAs are derived by a post-syntactic derivational morphological rule that takes an

input categorially speci�ed as both [N] and [D] and adds the feature [Adj], as

shown in (20).

(20) Rappaport (1998: 11):

Ma�s-: [D, N, third person, singular, feminine, genitive]�

Ma�s-in: [D, N, Adj, third person, singular, feminine]

The addition of [Adj] feeds post-syntactic concord, which assigns new ϕ-
features to the PA and spells them out.

4.2 A syntactic account of PAs

Building on the work cited in the previous section, and taking seriously the intu-

ition that PAs are in some fashion derivationally related to genitives, we propose

the structures in (21) for adnominal genitives and PAs in Upper Sorbian.
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(21) a. Adnominal Genitive b. PA construction

nP1

n NP

N

dźowka

KP

K

GEN

nP2

wu�cerj-a

nP1

nP2

wu�cerj
n

-ow-a

NP

N

dźowka

tnP2

In both structures, the possessor merges in NP as a sister to N, as we assume

ordinary adjectives do. The crucial difference between an adnominal genitive and

a possessive adjective is whether the possessor nP is in a Case Phrase (KP), as in

the adnominal genitive structure, or not, as in the PA structure. If the possessor

is in a KP, it receives genitive case in situ, and the construction surfaces as an

adnominal genitive. The colloquial PP possessor construction mentioned in §2.3

is similar to the adnominal genitive, except that the possessor is in a PP rather than

a KP.

If, however, the possessor is simply nP, it does not receive case in situ.

We propose that it receives case from a special possessive n head, as shown in

(21b). This head has an EPP feature, and thus attracts a nominal to its speci�er.

It also has uninterpretable de�nite, singular, and animate ϕ-features, which must

be checked by its speci�er. Finally, it licenses and spells out genitive case on its

speci�er (as -ow or -in, depending on the gender of the possessor).

This analysis accounts for the nominal properties of PAs in Upper Sorbian,

as follows. First, since the possessor is a full nP, it has the structure necessary

to accommodate modi�ers. And, as a full nP, it can itself be headed by the same

special genitive-marking n, and have a possessor of its own, as shown in (22).

(22) nan+ow+eho

father+PA+M.GEN.SG

bratr+ow+e

brother+PA+N.NOM.PL

dź�eći

child.PL

`father's brother's children'

nP1

nP2

nP3

nan
n

-ow-eho

NP

N

bratr

tnP3

n

-ow-e

NP

N

dź�eći

tnP2
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Since the structure is syntactically generated, the possessor nP is visible to

coindexing and binding, and can therefore serve as the antecedent of a pronoun.

The structure also accounts for another property of PAs: they can be mod-

i�ed by a relative clause which surfaces after the possessum, as shown in (23).

Under the analysis we propose, the relative clause is stranded postnominally when

the nP moves to check the EPP feature of the special n head.

(23) S�ysetaj

hear.3.PL.PRES

. . . Wićazi+ow+y

Wićaz+PA+M.A.SG

h�ós,

voice.M.A.SG

kotry�zi
who

je

is

zastupi�.

gone-in

`They hear [. . . ] the voice of Wićazi, whoi has gone in.'

(Corbett 1987: 304, citing Lötzsch 1965: 378)

As shown in (14) and (15), a PA can be either an external or an internal

argument of the head noun. However, it is also possible for a nominal to contain

both an argumental PA and an argumental adnominal genitive, and our proposal

predicts that in such a nominal, the PA must be the external argument. Because

the external argument merges higher than the internal argument, it is the external

argument that will move to check the EPP of n and thereby become a PA.

Comrie (1976) and Rappaport (2000) show that this prediction is borne out

in Russian, Czech, and Bulgarian, and we expect that it holds in Upper Sorbian

as well. The pattern is illustrated by the Russian examples in (24): (24a) shows

that it is possible for the internal argument of `humiliation' to be realized as a PA

when no external argument is present, but in (24b) the PA can only be an external

argument and the adnominal genitive an internal argument.

(24) RUSSIAN; Rappaport (2000: 26)

a. Ja

I

byl

was

sviditel+em

witness+M.INST.SG

ego

his.PA

uni�zeni+i.

humiliation+N.LOC.SG

`I was a witness to his humiliation.'

b. Ja

I

byl

was

sviditel+em

witness+M.INST.SG

ego

his.PA

uni�zeni+i

humiliation+N.LOC.SG

inostranc+a.

foreigner+M.GEN.SG

`I was a witness to his humiliation of a foreigner.'

(NOT: `. . . his humiliation by a foreigner')

Our syntactic treatment of PAs thus accounts for all the ways in which they

pattern like nouns: their ability to be interpreted as arguments, their ability to serve

as antecedents, and their ability to be modi�ed by adjectives and relative clauses.

The main respect in which PAs resemble adjectives is that they are in�ected to

agree with their head noun, a property which they also share with demonstratives.

We assume that this in�ection results from a rule of concord that copies ϕ-features
from the head noun to all functional heads in the nominal phrase, including the

PA n head.

In representing PAs as n heads with nP speci�ers, we resolve the apparent

con�ict between derivational and in�ectional properties noted by Corbett (1987).
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On the one hand, a PA is not simply an in�ected form of a noun: the n head is

itself in�ected like an adjective, and `indeclinable' nouns such as abbé can appear

in the speci�er position. On the other hand, a PA is not a denominal adjective: it

contains a syntactically accessible nominal.

5. Czech and beyond

5.1 Possessors in Czech

While some properties of PAs are consistent across the Slavic languages, the Up-

per Sorbian pattern is not entirely representative; the construction is rather more

restricted in most of the other Slavic languages, as can be seen by comparing Up-

per Sorbian with Czech (also a member of the West Slavic branch). Unmodi�ed

possessors in Czech can be expressed by PAs that look much like those of Upper

Sorbian, as illustrated in (25).

(25) v�edc+ov+a

scientist+PA+F.NOM.SG

knih+a

book+F.NOM.SG

`the scientist's book' (Comrie 1976: 184)

However, modi�ed PAs of the sort found in Upper Sorbian are not pos-

sible, as shown in (26a); a modi�ed possessor must instead be expressed as an

adnominal genitive, as in (26b).

(26) a. * star+ého

old+M.GEN.SG

v�edc+ov+a

scientist+PA+F.NOM.SG

knih+a

book+F.NOM.SG

Intended: `the old scientist's book' (Comrie 1976: 185)

b. knih+a

book+F.NOM.SG

star+ého

old+M.GEN.SG

v�edc+e

scientist+M.GEN.SG

`the old scientist's book' (Comrie 1976: 185)

5.2 A non-uni�ed account

We infer from the pattern in (26) that the structure of PAs is not entirely the same

across all Slavic languages. Czech PAs, unlike those of Upper Sorbian, but like

those in most other Slavic languages, are non-phrasal. Speci�cally, we propose

that the possessor is adjoined to n as in (27) and cannot be modi�ed or possessed.

(27) nP

n1

n2

N

v�edc

n2

n1

-ov-a

NP

kniha
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Although they are not phrasal, these PAs are still referential and can thus

antecede pronouns, as shown in (28).

(28) To

this

je

is

[mat�ci+in

mother+PA.M.NM.SG

d	um]j.

house.M.NM.SG

`This is [motheri's house]j.'

gi

pro

Chce

wants

jejj
it.M.ACC.SG

prodat.

to.sell

`Shei wants to sell itj.' (Corbett 1987: 314)

This pattern can be accounted for as follows. Nominals in Czech can be

referential even when they do not project phrases. Like most Slavic languages,

Czech lacks determiners; the referential and argumental status of a nominal is

contributed by n rather than by D. In the structure in (27), n2 makes the noun

`scientist' referential, but does not project. Instead, `scientist' is incorporated into

n2, and the resulting structure is then incorporated into the PA head n1. If we

assume that only phrasal nominals, and not nominal heads, require case, then the

difference between Czech and Upper Sorbian can be explained by saying that in

Czech the PA n head does not assign genitive case, while the Upper Sorbian one

does.

The Czech PA construction essentially involves incorporation of the pos-

sessor to the possessive n-head. This process is analogous in at least some respects

to incorporation of noun roots to v heads in other languages; see, for example,

Johns (2007) on Inuktitut. PAs in Upper Sorbian, because they are phrasal, are

more like the pseudo-incorporation structures in Niuean discussed by Massam

(2001).

Phrasal possessors in Czech must receive genitive case, and thus must ap-

pear in the adnominal genitive construction, where they are assigned case in situ

by the K head.

Other Slavic languages show a range of patterns, as discussed by Corbett

(1987). PAs are consistently referential, but differ as to whether and how they can

be modi�ed. The two types of PA structure proposed here account for the end-

points of the continuum; we expect that the intermediate possibilities will involve

minor variations on one or the other of them.

6. Conclusions and implications

The conclusion to be drawn at this point is that the term `possessive adjective' is a

semi-misnomer. PAs are indeed possessive, but they are not adjectives. However,

the structures we have proposed deserve further scrutiny, in the context of Slavic

nominal structure more generally.

The structures proposed above treat nominal arguments in Upper Sorbian

and Czech as nPs rather than DPs, without explicit justi�cation. While nothing in

our proposals hinges crucially on the presence or absence of DP, Bo�sković (2007,
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2010) draws a major typological distinction between languages with and without

articles, with signi�cant attention to Slavic languages, among which both types

can be found. He argues on syntactic grounds that languages without articles have

NP arguments, while languages with articles have DPs. (See also Chierchia 1998

and Piriyawiboon 2010 for a semantic motivation for this claim.)

In contrasting Serbo-Croatian (which lacks articles) with DP languages,

Bo�sković (2007: 107) notes that PAs in Serbo-Croatian cannot be possessed or

modi�ed, as illustrated in (29) and (30), and infers from this that they are adjec-

tives.

(29) (*moi)

my

(*bogati)

rich

sused+ov

neighbour+PA

konj

horse

  `the neighbour's horse'

* `my neighbour's horse'

* `the rich neighbour's horse'

* `my rich neighbour's horse' (Bo�sković 2007: 107)

(30) a. sestr+in+e

sister+PA+AGR

star+e

old+AGR

slik+e

picture+PL

`sister's old pictures'

b. star+e

old+AGR

sestr+in+e

sister+PA+AGR

slik+e

picture+PL

  `sister's old pictures'

* `old(er) sister's pictures' (Zlatić 1998: 9)

This contrasts with the kinds of possessives that are possible in languages

like English, which have articles, and whose nominals are thus DPs, as shown in

(31).

(31) DP

DP

D

my

NP

AP

rich

N

neighbour

D

-'s

NP

horse

However, Serbo-Croatian PAs can serve as antecedents, as in (32). Here,

the PA Marijin can bind the re�exive anaphor sebi.

(32) Jovani

John

je

is

procita+o

read+PAST.PART

Marijj+in

Mary+PA

clanak

article

o

about

sebi{i, j}.

REFL

`Johni read Maryj's article about {himselfi, herselfj}.'
(Zlatić 1997, quoted in Rappaport 2000: 24)
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If PAs in Serbo-Croatian are accessible as antecedents, then they must have

syntactically accessible internal structure, and should therefore not be treated as

syntactically atomic adjectives. They are perhaps better analyzed as head-adjoined

n's, along the lines sketched above for Czech.

Furthermore, Upper Sorbian, which is standardly described as lacking ar-

ticles, does allow phrasal PAs, as discussed in detail above. Interestingly, though,

Upper Sorbian does not lack articles entirely; Breu (2004) shows that in collo-

quial Upper Sorbian the proximal demonstrative TÓN has been developing into a

de�nite article, under the in�uence of German. A case might be made on these

grounds that Upper Sorbian has DPs, and that Upper Sorbian PAs are similar in

structure to the English possessive in (31). However, such an account would be

diachronically dubious if the emerging determiners are a more recent development

than the phrasal PAs.

However, Upper Sorbian is not the only Slavic language that allows phrasal

PAs. PAs in Slovak can also be possessed and modi�ed, as shown in (33), and

Slovak does not have articles.

(33) na�s+ho

our+M.GEN.SG

dobr+ého

good+M.GEN.SG

sused+ov+a

neighbour+PA+F.NOM.SG

záhrad+a

garden+F.NOM.SG

`our good neighbour's garden' (Schaarschmidt 2003: 123)

Bo�sković (p.c.) agrees that Upper Sorbian and Slovak phrasal PAs involve

movement of the possessor to the speci�er of some nominal projection. Crucially,

for him, that projection cannot be DP, at least in Slovak, since under his view

Slovak should lack D altogether. He argues (Bo�sković 2007, 2010) that the pres-

ence or absence of DP in a language correlates with a wide range of typological

properties. Since DP determines a phase, its presence or absence in a structure

has signi�cant consequences for many extraction phenomena. It would be inter-

esting to explore how Upper Sorbian, with its possibly emerging determiners, and

Slovak, with phrasal PAs but no determiners, �t into this picture.
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